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Abstract. Given n + 1 points in Rd with nonnegative weights, the in-
verse 1-median problem with variable coordinates consists in changing
the coordinates of the given points at minimum cost such that a pre-
specified point in Rd becomes the 1-median. The cost is proportional to
the increase or decrease of the corresponding point coordinate. In case
that the distances between points are measured by the rectilinear norm,
it is shown that the inverse 1-median problem is NP-hard, but it can be
solved by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm. If the point weights are as-
sumed to be equal, the corresponding inverse problem can be reduced to
d continuous knapsack problems and is therefore solvable in O(nd) time.
In case that the squared Euclidean norm is used, we derive another effi-
cient combinatorial algorithm which solves the problem in O(nd) time.
It is also shown that the inverse 1-median problem endowed with the
Chebyshev norm in the plane is NP-hard. Another pseudo-polynomial
algorithm is developed for this case.

Keywords: Location problem, 1-median, inverse optimization

1 Introduction

Inverse optimization problems have recently found a considerable interest. In an in-
verse optimization problem the task is to change the given parameters of the problem
(like traffic connections or client rankings) at minimum cost so that a prespecified
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solution becomes optimal. In 1992, Burton and Toint [7] investigated the inverse
shortest path problem with an interesting application to geological sciences. Given
a network, they change the edge lengths as little as possible so that a given path
becomes the shortest path. Cai, Yang and Zhang [8] proved that the inverse 1-center
location problem with variable edge lengths on general unweighted directed graphs
is NP-hard, while the underlying center location problem is solvable in polynomial
time. Burkard, Pleschiutschnig and Zhang [4, 5] investigated the inverse 1-median
problem with variable vertex weights and proved that the problem is solvable by
a greedy-type algorithm in O(n log n) time if the underlying network is a tree or
the location problem is defined in the plane (where distances are measured by the
rectilinear or the Chebyshev norm) and in O(n2) time on cycles. On the other hand,
Gassner [9] suggested an O(n log n) time algorithm for the inverse 1-maxian prob-
lem on a tree with variable edge lengths. In 2008, Burkard, Galavii and Gassner [3]
solved the inverse Fermat-Weber problem with variable vertex weights in O(n log n)
time for unit cost under the assumption that the prespecified point that should
become a 1-median does not coincide with a given point in the plane. Yang and
Zhang [14] considered the inverse vertex center problem with variable edge lengths
on tree networks. They proposed an O(n2 log n) time algorithm for this problem
where it is assumed that all the modified edge lengths remain positive. Alizadeh
and Burkard [1] investigated the inverse absolute 1-center location problem on tree
networks with variable edge lengths. They showed that the problem can be solved
in O(n2) time by an exact algorithm provided that the topology of the tree does not
change. Dropping this condition, they proposed an O(n2r) time exact algorithm for
the general case where r is the compressed depth of the underlying tree. Recently
Alizadeh, Burkard and Pferschy [2] used a set of suitably extended AVL-search trees
and developed a combinatorial algorithm which solves the inverse 1-center location
problem with edge length augmentation in O(n log n) time. For a survey of inverse
optimization the reader is referred to Heuberger [11].

In this paper we investigate the inverse 1-median problem with variable coordi-
nates endowed with the rectilinear, the squared Euclidean or the Chebyshev norm.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we introduce the inverse 1-
median problem with variable coordinates in Rd and formulate the problem as a
nonlinear optimization model. In Section 3 we show that this problem is NP-hard
if the rectilinear norm is used, but it can be solved by a pseudo-polynomial algo-
rithm. Next we consider equal weights and show that in this case the problem is
polynomially solvable. In Section 4 we investigate the inverse 1-median problem in
Rd endowed with the squared Euclidean norm and show that this problem can be
solved efficiently in polynomial time. Finally, in Section 5 we consider the inverse
1-median problem in the plane endowed with the Chebyshev norm and show that
this problem is NP-hard. In this case the given bounds on the distances between
new and old points prevent require a new solution strategy. It is shown that this
problem can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time.
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2 The 1-median problem and the inverse 1-median prob-
lem with variable coordinates

Let Pi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xid), i = 1, ..., n, be n distinct points (called customers) which
are given in the d-dimensional real space Rd. Let wi, i = 1, ..., n, be nonnegative
weights assigned to the customers. In the classical 1-median problem the goal is to
find a new point P0 ∈ Rd (called supplier), which minimizes

f(P ) =
n∑

i=1

wid(Pi, P ) for all P = (y1, ..., yd) ∈ Rd, (1)

where d(Pi, P ) is the distance between points Pi and P . In this case P0 is called a
1-median of the points Pi.

Now we are going to state the inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates
in Rd : Let n+1 distinct points Pi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xid), i = 0, 1, ..., n, with nonnegative
weights wi be given. We want to modify the coordinates of the points at minimum
cost such that P0 becomes a 1-median. Assume that we incur the nonnegative cost
c+
ij and c−ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ d, if the coordinate xij is increased and decreased by one unit,

respectively. Let q+
ij and q−ij be the amounts by which the coordinate xij is increased

and decreased. Moreover, we suppose that q+
ij and q−ij obey the upper bounds u+

ij

and u−ij , respectively. For convenience we set u+
i = (u+

i1, ..., u
+
id), u−i = (u−i1, ..., u

−
id),

q+
i = (q+

i1, ..., q
+
id) and q−i = (q−i1, ..., q

−
id). Thus the inverse 1-median problem with

variable coordinates in Rd can be formulated as the following nonlinear optimization
model:

(P) minimize
n∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

(c+
ijq

+
ij + c−ijq

−
ij)

subject to
n∑

i=1

wid(P ∗
i , P0) ≤

n∑

i=1

wid(P ∗
i , P ) + w0d(P0, P ) for all P ∈ Rd, (2)

P ∗
i = Pi + q+

i − q−i for i = 1, ..., n,

0 ≤ q+
i ≤ u+

i for i = 1, ..., n,

0 ≤ q−i ≤ u−i for i = 1, ..., n.

In the case that d is the rectilinear distance or the squared Euclidean distance
in Rd, inequality (2) is separable. This allows to split the problem into d inverse
1-median problems on a line. In case of the squared Euclidean distance the function
f defined by (1) is convex and differentiable in y1, ..., yd. Therefore by computing
the partial derivatives and finding their roots we get the unique minimum of f .

Observation 2.1 In case of the rectilinear or the squared Euclidean distance the
given point P0 is a 1-median of the points Pi, i = 0, 1, ..., n, if and only if for every
j = 1, ..., d, point x0j is a 1-median of points xij, i = 0, ..., n, on the line.
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Observation 2.1 implies that constraint (2) of problem (P) is equivalent with the
constraints

n∑

i=1

wid(x∗ij , x0j) ≤
n∑

i=1

wid(x∗ij , y) + w0d(x0j , y) for all y ∈ R, for j = 1, ..., d.

Thus the solution of the inverse problem (P) can be obtained through the solu-
tions of the following d nonlinear optimization problems (Pj), j = 1, ..., d,

(Pj) minimize
n∑

i=1

(c+
ijq

+
ij + c−ijq

−
ij)

subject to
n∑

i=1

wid(x∗ij , x0j) ≤
n∑

i=1

wid(x∗ij , y) + w0d(x0j , y) for all y ∈ R,

x∗ij = xij + q+
ij − q−ij for i = 1, ..., n,

0 ≤ q+
ij ≤ u+

ij for i = 1, ..., n,

0 ≤ q−ij ≤ u−ij for i = 1, ..., n.

Therefore we get the following lemma:

Lemma 2.2 An optimal solution of the inverse 1-median problem with variable co-
ordinates in Rd under the rectilinear or the squared Euclidean norm can be obtained
by solving d inverse 1-median problems on a line.

In the next two sections by recalling basic properties of the classical 1-median
location problems we develop exact solution algorithms for the inverse 1-median
problem on a line endwoed with the rectilinear (or the squared Euclidean) norm
which consequently lead to the solution of the problems under investigation in Rd

according to Lemma 2.2.

3 The inverse 1-median problem under the rectilinear
norm

In this section first we investigate the inverse 1-median problem with variable coor-
dinates on a line endowed with the rectilinear norm and show that this problem is
NP-hard. Since it is equivalent to a binary knapsack problem, it can be solved by
a pseudo-polynomial algorithm. Then by using the solution method for the inverse
1-median problem on the line, we solve the inverse 1-median problem in Rd. Next
we consider the inverse 1-median problem in Rd with equal weights and show that
this problem is polynomialy solvable.

3.1 The inverse 1-median problem with arbitrary weights

Assume that X = {x0, x1, ..., xn} is a set of n + 1 points on a line. The cost for
increasing and decreasing the coordinate xi is denoted by c+

i and c−i , respectively.
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Moreover, Let ∗ be any of the relations <,≤, >,≥. In the following we use the
notations

I∗(X) = {i : xi ∗ x0 , 0 ≤ i ≤ n},
X∗ = {xi ∈ X : i ∈ I∗(X)},

W∗(X) =
∑

i∈I∗(X)

wi.

An optimality criterion for the classical 1-median problem on a line is:

Lemma 3.1 (Optimality criterion) [10]
The point x0 is a 1-median of xi, i = 0, ..., n, on the line if and only if

W<(X)−W≥(X) ≤ 0 and W>(X)−W≤(X) ≤ 0. (3)

In order to simplify the notations, we use I∗ and W∗ instead of I∗(X) and W∗(X),
respectively, in this section.

Let us assume that x0 is not the median of the points xi, i = 0, ..., n, on the line.
We modify the coordinates of xi in order to achieve that x0 becomes a 1-median.

If
W< −W≥ > 0, (4)

then any coordinate change for points in X≥ does not help to restore (3). Therefore,
we have to move some points of X< to the set X≥ under minimum total cost until
the optimality criterion is satisfied. Obviously, some points of X< have to coincide
with x0. The analogous situation applies for

W> −W≤ > 0. (5)

Thus for solving the inverse 1-median problem on the line we get

Lemma 3.2 i) If inequality (4) holds, then it is sufficient that some points of the
set X< are moved to x0 by increasing their coordinates at minimum cost, such that
x0 becomes a 1-median.
ii) If inequality (5) holds, then it is sufficient that some points of the set X> are
moved to x0 by decreasing their coordinates at minimum cost, such that x0 becomes
a 1-median.

Both cases can be formulated as a knapsack problem. Let W =
∑n

i=0 wi be the
sum of all point weights. In case of inequality (4) we define

L = {i : i ∈ I< , u+
i ≥ x0 − xi}

and
WL =

∑

i∈L

wi.

If
WL < W< − W

2
,
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then any coordinate increase for points in X< does not help to restore (3). Thus
the problem has no solution. Otherwise, we introduce the binary variable si, where
si = 1 means that point xi is moved to coincide with x0. Now we consider the
following knapsack problem which is equivalent with the considered inverse 1-median
problem on a line.

(KP1) minimize
∑

i∈L

c+
i (x0 − xi)si

subject to
∑

i∈L

wisi ≥ 1
2
(W< −W≥),

si ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ L.

(KP1) can be rewritten as the following knapsack problem:

(KP2) maximize
∑

i∈L

c+
i (x0 − xi)s

′
i

subject to
∑

i∈L

wis
′
i ≤

∑

i∈L

wi − 1
2
(W< −W≥),

s
′
i ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ L.

Problem (KP2) is NP-hard, but it can be solved by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm
in O(nW ) time, see e.g., [12, 13].

The case of inequality (5) can be treated in an analogous way. Since every knap-
sack problem instance describes also an instance of the inverse 1-median problem
on a line with variable coordinates, we get

Proposition 3.3 The inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates with (n+
1) points on a line is NP-hard, but it can be solved by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm
with time complexity O(nW ), where W is the sum of all weights.

For solving the inverse 1-median problem in Rd endowed with the rectilinear
norm we shall apply now the following Algorithm 1.

Theorem 3.4 The inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates with (n+1)
points in Rd, d ≥ 1, under the rectilinear norm is NP-hard, but it can be solved by
a pseudo-polynomial algorithm with complexity of O(dnW ), where W is the sum of
all weights.

3.2 The inverse 1-median problem with equal weights

If in the problem under investigation it is assumed that all the weights are equal,
i.e.,

wi = w̃ for i = 0, ..., n,
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Algorithm 1 Solves the inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinate in Rd

under the rectilinear norm, point P0 being the new 1-median.
for j = 1, ..., d do

xi = xij , q+
i = q+

ij , q−i = q−ij , c+
i = c+

ij , c−i = c−ij , i = 1, ..., n;
if inequalities (3) hold then

x0 is a 1-median of xi, i = 0, ..., n. Set q+
i = 0, q−i = 0, i = 0, ..., n;

else
if due to coordinate bounds the problem is solvable then

set up the corresponding knapsack problem and obtain its optimal solution
si, i = 1, 2, ..., n;
if corresponding knapsack problem is (KP1) then

set q+
i = (x0 − xi)si, i ∈ L, q+

i = 0, i 6∈ L and q−i = 0, i = 0, ..., n;
else

let R = {i : i ∈ I> , u−i ≥ xi − x0}. Set q−i = (xi − x0)si, i ∈ R, q−i = 0,
i 6∈ R and q+

i = 0, i = 0, ..., n;
end if
set q+

ij = q+
i , q−ij = q−i , i = 1, ..., n;

else
stop, the problem has no solution.

end if
end if

end for

then problem (KP1) becomes the following special knapsack problem:

(KP3) minimize
∑

i∈L

c+
i (x0 − xi)si

subject to
∑

i∈L

si ≥ 1
2
(|X<| − |X≥|),

si ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ L.

Let ϕ be a permutation of the set L = {1, ..., t} such that c̃ϕ(1) ≤ ... ≤ c̃ϕ(t) holds
for

c̃ϕ(i) = c+
ϕ(i)(x0 − xϕ(i)) for all i ∈ L.

Moreover, let

c =
1
2
(|X<| − |X≥|).

Definition 3.5 An item ϕ(r) ∈ {ϕ(1), ..., ϕ(t)} is called the critical item of problem
(KP3), if

r−1∑

i=1

wi = w̃(r − 1) ≤ c and
r∑

i=1

wi = w̃r > c.
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The following proposition shows how an optimal solution of the problem (KP3)
can be found if we know the critical item.

Proposition 3.6 The optimal solution s∗ of problem (KP3) is

s∗ϕ(i) = 1 for i = 1, ..., r − 1,

s∗ϕ(r) =

{
0 w̃(r − 1) = c,

1 otherwise,

s∗ϕ(i) = 0 for i = r + 1, ..., t.

Based on the definition of a critical item for problem (KP3), and on a critical
item of the continuous knapsack problem, see i.e., [12], we get

Observation 3.7 Problem (KP3) and its corresponding continuous model have the
same critical item.

An analogous argument can be applied in case of inequality (5). Since the critical
item of a continuous knapsack problem can be found in linear time [6], we conclude
the following theorem:

Theorem 3.8 The inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates with (n+1)
points in Rd, d ≥ 1 under the rectilinear norm and equal weights can be solved in
O(dn) time.

4 The inverse 1-median problem under the squared Eu-
clidean norm

In this section we investigate the inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates
in Rd where the distances are measured by the squared Euclidean norm. We develop
an exact solution method for the problem which runs in O(dn) time.

First let us introduce the following optimality criterion for the classical 1-median
problem on a line.

Lemma 4.1 (Optimality criterion) [10]
The point x0 is called a 1-median of xi, i = 0, ..., n, on a line endowed with the
squared Euclidean norm if and only if

x0 =
∑n

i=0 wixi∑n
i=0 wi

. (6)

Now assume that x0 is not the median of points xi, i = 0, ..., n, on the line. We
modify the coordinates of xi in order to achieve that x0 becomes a 1-median.

If

x0 >

∑n
i=0 wixi∑n
i=0 wi

, (7)

then by decreasing the coordinates of points xi, i = 1, ..., n, the optimality criterion
can never be fulfilled. Therefore, we have to increase the coordinates of some points
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xi, i = 1, ..., n, at minimum total cost such that the optimality criterion is satisfied.
The analogous situation applies for

x0 <

∑n
i=0 wixi∑n
i=0 wi

. (8)

Thus we get the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2 The following two statements hold:
i) If the inequality (7) is satisfied, then it is sufficient to increase the coordinates of
some xi, i = 1, ..., n, at minimum cost such that x0 becomes a 1-median.
ii) If the inequality (8) is satisfied, then it is sufficient to decrease the coordinates
of some xi, i = 1, ..., n, at minimum cost such that x0 becomes a 1-median.

Both cases can be formulated as a continuous knapsack problem. In case of
inequality (7), we have to increase the coordinates of some xi, i = 1, ..., n, by amounts
q+
i ∈ R+ at minimum cost and with respect to the modification bounds such that

n∑

i=1

wiq
+
i =

n∑

i=1

wix0 −
n∑

i=1

wixi

holds. Now let

D =
n∑

i=1

wix0 −
n∑

i=1

wixi.

If
n∑

i=1

wiu
+
i < D,

then any increase for points xi, i = 1, ..., n, does not help to restore (6). Thus the
problem under investigation has no solution. Otherwise, consider

(LP) minimize
n∑

i=1

c+
i q+

i

subject to
n∑

i=1

wiq
+
i = D,

0 ≤ q+
i ≤ u+

i for i = 1, ..., n.

By the transformations

yi =
q+
i

u+
i

, ei = c+
i u+

i , w̃i = wiu
+
i ,

problem (LP) can be transformed to the following continuous knapsack problem

(KP4) minimize
n∑

i=1

eiyi

subject to
n∑

i=1

w̃iyi = D,

0 ≤ yi ≤ 1 for i = 1, ..., n.
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which it can be solved in O(n) time by the method mentioned in [12].
The case of inequality (8) can be treated in an analogous way. Thus we get

Proposition 4.3 The inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates with (n+
1) points on a line under the squared Euclidean norm can be solved in O(n) time.

Now based on all concepts mentioned above we summarize our solution procedure
for the inverse 1-median problem in Rd as Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Solves the inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates in Rd

under the squared Euclidean norm, point P0 being the new 1-median.
for j = 1, ..., d do

xi = xij , q+
i = q+

ij , q−i = q−ij , c+
i = c+

ij , c−i = c−ij , i = 1, ..., n;
if equality (6) holds then

x0 is a 1-median of xi, i = 0, ..., n. Set q+
i = 0, q−i = 0, i = 0, ..., n;

else
if due to coordinate bounds the problem is solvable then

set up the corresponding continuous knapsack problem;
if corresponding continuous knapsack problem is (KP4) then

solve it and find q+
i , i = 1, ..., n. Set q−i = 0, i = 1, ..., n;

else
find q−i , i = 1, ..., n, by solving the corresponding continuous knapsack
problem. Set q+

i = 0, i = 1, ..., n;
end if
set q+

ij = q+
i , q−ij = q−i , i = 1, ..., n;

else
stop, the problem has no solution.

end if
end if

end for

Theorem 4.4 The inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates with (n+1)
points in Rd, d ≥ 1, under the squared Euclidean norm can be solved in O(dn) time.

5 The inverse 1-median problem under the Chebyshev
norm

In this section we investigate the inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates
in the plane endowed with the Chebyshev norm and show that the problem is NP-
hard. We present a dynamic programming algorithm which solves the problem
under investigation in O(nW 2) time. Moreover, some special cases of the problem
are investigated. It is shown that the inverse 1-median problem with unit weights
is polynomially solvable. It is also shown that the unbounded inverse 1-median
problem is NP-hard, but it can be solved by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm with
time complexity O(nW ).
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5.1 The general case

The distance between the points Pi = (xi, yi) and Pj = (xj , yj) with respect to the
rectilinear norm can be written as

d1((xi, yi), (xj , yj)) = |xi − xj |+ |yi − yj |

and with respect to the Chebyshev norm as

d∞((xi, yi), (xj , yj)) = max(|xi − xj |, |yi − yj |).

The following lemma shows a connection between the rectilinear and the Chebyshev
norm in the plane.

Lemma 5.1 [10] For P = (x, y) ∈ R2, let T (P ) = (1
2(x + y), 1

2(−x + y)). Then for
all Pi = (xi, yi) and Pj = (xj , yj) ∈ R2:

d∞(Pi, Pj) = d1(T (Pi), T (Pj)) = d1((x̃i, ỹi), (x̃j , ỹj)) = d1(P̃i, P̃j).

Now we introduce the inverse 1-median problem in the plane with respect to
the Chebyshev norm. Let n + 1 distinct points Pi = (xi, yi), i = 0, 1, ..., n, with
nonnegative weights wi be given. We want to modify the coordinates of points
at minimum cost such that P0 becomes the 1-median. Suppose that we incur the
nonnegative cost ci, if the coordinate xi (or yi) of Pi is increased or decreased.
We assume that the distance between points Pi, i = 1, ..., n, and new points P ∗

i ,
i = 1, ..., n are only allowed to be within certain bounds ui. Thus the inverse 1-
median problem can be expressed as follows:

Find new points P ∗
i , i = 1, ..., n, such that point P0 is a 1-median with respect

to new points P ∗
i , the distance between points P ∗

i and Pi is bounded by ui for
i = 1, ..., n, and the total cost

n∑

i=1

cid∞(P ∗
i , Pi)

for changing the coordinates of points becomes minimum. Thus the inverse 1-median
problem can be formulated as the following nonlinear optimization problem:

(P1) minimize
n∑

i=1

cid∞(P ∗
i , Pi)

subject to
n∑

i=1

wid∞(P ∗
i , P0) ≤

n∑

i=1

wid∞(P ∗
i , P ) + w0d∞(P0, P ) for all P ∈ R2,

0 ≤ d∞(P ∗
i , Pi) ≤ ui for i = 1, ..., n.
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Based on Lemma 5.1 problem (P1) can be written as an inverse 1-median problem
with respect to the rectilinear norm, i.e.,

(P2) minimize
n∑

i=1

cid1(P̃ ∗
i , P̃i)

subject to
n∑

i=1

wid1(P̃ ∗
i , P̃0) ≤

n∑

i=1

wid1(P̃ ∗
i , P̃ ) + w0d1(P̃0, P̃ ) for all P̃ ∈ R2,

0 ≤ d1(P̃ ∗
i , P̃i) ≤ ui for i = 1, ..., n.

Note that problem (P2) and problem (P) with d = 2 are not the same. A main
difference between these two problems is that in problem (P2) the given bounds
ui, i = 1, ..., n, may not allow to separate this problem into two inverse 1-median
problems on lines. Hence, it is required that we develop a different method for
problem (P2) in general.

Assume that P̃0 is not the median of points P̃i, i = 0, ..., n, in the plane. We
modify the coordinates of P̃i in order to achieve that P̃0 becomes a median.

Let us assume that P̃ ∗
i = (x̃∗i , ỹ

∗
i ), i = 1, ..., n, are solutions of problem (P2).

Therefore

P ∗
i = (x∗i , y

∗
i ) = T−1(P̃ ∗

i ) = (x̃∗i − ỹ∗i , x̃
∗
i + ỹ∗i ) for i = 1, ..., n,

are solutions of the inverse 1-median problem endowed with the Chebyshev norm.

Assume that X = {x̃0, x̃1, ..., x̃n} and Y = {ỹ0, ỹ1, ..., ỹn}. Consider I∗(X),
I∗(Y ), X∗, Y∗, W∗(X) and W∗(Y ) according to Section 3. As an immediate conse-
quence of Observation 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 we get the following corollary:

Corollary 5.2 (Optimality criterion)
The point P̃0 is a 1-median of P̃i, i = 0, ..., n, in the plane equipped with the recti-
linear norm if and only if

W<(X)−W≥(X) ≤ 0 , W>(X)−W≤(X) ≤ 0,

W<(Y )−W≥(Y ) ≤ 0 , W>(Y )−W≤(Y ) ≤ 0.

Based on Corollary 5.2 and the concepts mentioned in Section 3 we conclude:

Lemma 5.3 For solving problem (P2) it is sufficient that some points P̃i = (x̃i, ỹi),
i = 1, ..., n, are moved either to one of the points P̃ ∗

i = (x̃i, ỹ0), or P̃ ∗
i = (x̃0, ỹi)

or to P̃ ∗
i = (x̃0, ỹ0) by increasing or decreasing their coordinates at minimum cost

subject to the modification bounds until P̃0 = (x̃0, ỹ0) becomes a 1-median.

If in problem (P2) the bounds ui, i = 1, ..., n are chosen large enough, then
problem (P2) becomes equivalent with problem (P) with d = 2. Thus problem (P2)
is also NP-hard. Hence, we get the following theorem:

Theorem 5.4 Problem (P2) is NP-hard.
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In the following we are going to solve problem (P2) by a dynamic programming
algorithm. We distinguish two cases, either only one of the four optimality conditions
of Corollary 5.2 is not fulfilled, say

W<(X)−W≥(X) > 0

or two conditions are not fulfilled, say

W<(X)−W≥(X) > 0 , W<(Y )−W≥(Y ) > 0.

Define

L(X) = {i : i ∈ I<(X) , ui ≥ x̃0 − x̃i} , L(Y ) = {i : i ∈ I<(Y ) , ui ≥ ỹ0 − ỹi}.

Let us assume that the first case holds. In this case some points P̃i = (x̃i, ỹi),
i = 1, ..., n, with x̃i < x̃0 are moved to P̃ ∗

i = (x̃0, ỹi) by increasing their coordinates
at minimum cost subject to modification bounds until P̃0 becomes a 1-median. Thus
the first case leads to problem (KP1) of Section 3 and can be treated in exactly the
same way as outlined there. Let s∗i , i ∈ L(X), be an optimal solution of problem
(KP1). s∗i = 1 means that point x̃i is moved into x̃0. Therefore the solution of
problem (P2) is given as:

P̃ ∗
i =

{
(x̃i + (x̃0 − x̃i)s∗i , ỹi) if i ∈ L(X),
(x̃i, ỹi) if i 6∈ L(X).

Now we consider the second case. In this case some points P̃i = (x̃i, ỹi), i =
1, ..., n, are either moved to one of the points P̃ ∗

i = (x̃i, ỹ0) or P̃ ∗
i = (x̃0, ỹi) or to P̃ ∗

i =
(x̃0, ỹ0) by increasing their coordinates at minimum cost subject to modification
bounds until P̃0 = (x̃0, ỹ0) becomes a 1-median. Assume that problem (P2) has a
solution. In this case it can be formulated as follows.

(P3) minimize
∑

i∈L(X)

ci(x̃0 − x̃i)si +
∑

i∈L(Y )

ci(ỹ0 − ỹi)s′i

subject to
∑

i∈L(X)

wisi ≥ 1
2
(W<(X)−W≥(X)),

∑

i∈L(Y )

wis
′
i ≥

1
2
(W<(Y )−W≥(Y )),

si + s′i ≤ 1 for all i ∈ T,

si ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ L(X),
s′i ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ L(Y ),

where T is a subset of the set L(X)∩L(Y ) such that its elements satisfy the following
inequalities

d1(x̃i, x̃0) ≤ ui , d1(ỹi, ỹ0) ≤ ui , d1(P̃i, P̃0) 6≤ ui.
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Let (s∗, s∗′) = {s∗i , i ∈ L(X), s∗′i , i ∈ L(Y )} be an optimal solution of problem
(P3). s∗i = 1 means that point x̃i is moved to x̃0. Similarly, s∗′i = 1 means that
point ỹi is moved to ỹ0.

In the following we are going to present a dynamic programming algorithm for
problem (P3) which solves the problem in O(nW 2) time. Consider problem (P3)
and assume that

α = d1
2
(W<(X)−W≥(X))e , β = d1

2
(W<(Y )−W≥(Y ))e,

and

di = ci(x̃0 − x̃i) for all i ∈ L(X) , ei = ci(ỹ0 − ỹi) for all i ∈ L(Y ).

Without loss of generality we assume that wi, i = 0, 1, ..., n, are integers and L(X)∪
L(Y ) = {1, ..., n}. Let fk(a, b) be the minimum objective value of the following
problem for k = 1, ..., n, a = 0, 1, ..., α and b = 0, 1, ..., β :

(P4) minimize
∑

i∈L(X), i≤k

disi +
∑

i∈L(Y ), i≤k

eis
′
i

subject to
∑

i∈L(X), i≤k

wisi ≥ a,

∑

i∈L(Y ), i≤k

wis
′
i ≥ b,

si + s′i ≤ 1 for all i ∈ T, i ≤ k,

si ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ L(X), i ≤ k,

s′i ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ L(Y ), i ≤ k.

Thus fn(α, β) is minimum objective value of problem (P3).
We will proceed recursively to calculate fn(α, β) from fn−1(α, β), which in turn

is calculated from fn−2(α, β) and so on. The recursion is initialized with

• If 1 ∈ T and a, b ≥ 1, then set f1(0, 0) = 0, f1(a, b) = +∞ and

f1(a, 0) =

{
d1 if w1 ≥ a,

+∞ otherwise,

f1(0, b) =

{
e1 if w1 ≥ b,

+∞ otherwise.
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• If 1 6∈ T , 1 ∈ L(X) ∩ L(Y ) and a, b ≥ 1, then set f1(0, 0) = 0 and

f1(a, 0) =

{
d1 if w1 ≥ a,

+∞ otherwise,

f1(0, b) =

{
e1 if w1 ≥ b,

+∞ otherwise,

f1(a, b) =

{
d1 + e1 if w1 ≥ a, w1 ≥ b,

+∞ otherwise.

• If 1 ∈ L(X) \ L(Y ) and a, b ≥ 1, then set f1(0, 0) = 0 and

f1(a, b) =f1(0, b) = +∞,

f1(a, 0) =

{
d1 if w1 ≥ a,

+∞ otherwise.

• If 1 ∈ L(Y ) \ L(X) and a, b ≥ 1, then set f1(0, 0) = 0 and

f1(a, b) =f1(a, 0) = +∞,

f1(0, b) =

{
e1 if w1 ≥ b,

+∞ otherwise.

We also define

f1(a, b) =f1(0, 0) for all a, b < 0,

f1(a, b) =f1(0, b) for all a < 0, b ≥ 0,

and
f1(a, b) = f1(a, 0) for a ≥ 0, b < 0.

Let us assume that k ∈ T . Now observe that if sk = 0, s′k = 0 in an optimal solution
to (P4), then fk(a, b) = fk−1(a, b). On the other hand if sk = 1, s′k = 0 in an
optimal solution to (P4), then fk(a, b) = fk−1(a− wk, b) + dk and if sk = 0, s′k = 1,
then fk(a, b) = fk−1(a, b − wk) + ek. Hence for k > 1, k ∈ T and a = 0, 1, ..., α,
b = 0, 1, ..., β, we obtain

fk(a, b) = min{fk−1(a, b), fk−1(a− wk, b) + dk, fk−1(a, b− wk) + ek}.
For the other cases we can obtain fk(a, b) similarly. Therefore, fk(a, b) for k =
2, ..., n, a = 0, 1, ..., α and b = 0, 1, ..., β can be calculated by

fk(a, b) =





min{fk−1(a, b), fk−1(a− wk, b) + dk, fk−1(a, b− wk) + ek} if k ∈ T ,

min{fk−1(a, b), fk−1(a− wk, b) + dk, fk−1(a, b− wk) + ek,

fk−1(a− wk, b− wk) + dk + ek} if k 6∈ T, k ∈ L(X) ∩ L(Y ),
min{fk−1(a, b), fk−1(a− wk, b) + dk} if k ∈ L(X) \ L(Y ),
min{fk−1(a, b), fk−1(a, b− wk) + ek} if k ∈ L(Y ) \ L(X).

(9)
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For fixed k, a and b a constant number of calculations is needed to solve (9), hence
O(nαβ) calculations are required to determine fn(α, β).

Given fk for k = 1, ..., n, a recursion in the opposite direction is used to determine
an optimal solution of problem (P3). The amount of work required in the backward
recursion to determine an optimal solution is dominated by the work in the forward
recursion. Hence the overall running time of the algorithm is O(nαβ). On the other
hand, since α and β are less than W , the running time of the algorithm is O(nW 2).
Thus we have obtained a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for the problem (P3).

Let L(X)∪L(Y ) ⊂ {1, ..., n} and |L(X)∪L(Y )| = n′, n′ < n. In this case assume
that ϕ is a permutation of the set L(X)∪L(Y ) such that ϕ(1) < ϕ(2) < ... < ϕ(n′).
Now replace the indices k − 1 and k in the dynamic programming algorithm by
ϕ(k−1) and ϕ(k), respectively, and compute fϕ(k)(a, b) for k = 1, ..., n′, a = 0, 1, ..., α
and b = 0, 1, ..., β. Note that in this case fϕ(n′)(a, b) is minimum objective value of
problem (P3).

Therefore, by considering all the concepts mentioned in this section, we con-
clude that problem (P2) is NP-hard, but it can be solved by a pseudo-polynomial
algorithm in O(nW 2) time. Moreover, we conclude

Theorem 5.5 The inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates with (n+1)
points in the plane endowed with the Chebyshev norm is NP-hard, but it can be
solved by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm in O(nW 2) time, where W is sum of all
weights.

5.2 The unit weight case

Let us assume unit weights in problem (P1), i.e., wi = 1, i = 0, 1, ..., n. In the
case that the bounds ui, i = 1, 2, ..., n, are chosen large enough, problem (P2) can be
solved in O(n) time according to the solution procedure in Subsection 3.2. Otherwise
the dynamic programming algorithm outlined above solves problem (P2) in O(n3)
time.

Proposition 5.6 The inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates with (n+
1) points in the plane under the Chebyshev norm and unit weights can be solved in
O(n3) time.

5.3 The unbounded case

Dropping the last n constraints of problem (P1) and using Lemma 5.1 we have the
following unbounded inverse 1-median problem with respect to the rectilinear norm
in the plane.

(P5) minimize
n∑

i=1

cid1(P̃ ∗
i , P̃i)

subject to
n∑

i=1

wid1(P̃ ∗
i , P̃0) ≤

n∑

i=1

wid1(P̃ ∗
i , P̃ ) + w0d1(P̃0, P̃ ) for all P̃ ∈ R2.
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Since in this problem there is not any bound constraint this problem always has
a solution and the solution can be obtained through the solutions of two inverse
1-median problems on a line. Therefore, according to Section 3 we conclude that
problem (P5) is NP-hard, but it can be solved by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm
in O(nW ) time.

Proposition 5.7 The unbounded inverse 1-median problem with variable coordi-
nates with (n + 1) points in the plane under the Chebyshev norm is NP-hard, but
it can be solved by a pseudo-polynomial algorithm in O(nW ) time, where W is the
sum of weights. If we assume that all the weights are equal then it can be solved in
linear time.

6 Conclusions

We have shown that the inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates in Rd

endowed with the rectilinear norm is NP-hard, but it can be solved by a pseudo-
polynomial algorithm. It is also shown that the problem is polynomially solvable
when the point weights are assumed to be equal. Also an efficient algorithm of
running time O(dn) is suggested that solves the inverse 1-median problem with
variable coordinates in Rd endowed with the squared Euclidean norm. Moreover, it
is shown that the inverse 1-median problem with variable coordinates in the plane
endowed with the Chebyshev norm is NP-hard, but it can be solved in O(nW 2)
time.
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